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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the class of Q-matrices, that is, the real n x n matrices M 
such that for every q ~ R "× 1, the linear complementarity problem 
Iw -Mz=q,  w>~O, z>~O, and wrz=O, 
has a solution. In general, the results are oi two types. First, sufficient conditions are 
given on a matrix M so that M ~ Q. Second, conditions are given so that M ~ Q. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a matrix M ~ R n ×n and a column vector q ~ R ~ × 1 the linear com- 
plementarity problem, denoted by LCP(q, M), is to find column vectors 
w E ~n×l  and z ~ R TM such that 
Iw -Mz=q,  w>~0, z>~0, and wTz=O. 
The matrix M is said to be a Q-matrix ff the linear complementarity problem 
LCP(q,  M)  has a solution for every q ~ R "× 1. The collection of all Q-matrices 
is called the class Q, and the fact that a given matrix M is a Q-matrix is 
expressed as M ~ Q. The books by Berman and Plemmons [1] and by Murty 
[6] both contain a good review of this subject. 
As Murty points out in [6], no simple necessary and sufficient conditions 
are known for a matrix to belong to the class Q. However, some subclasses of 
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Q are known. When M >~ 0, Murty [7] has shown that M ~ Q if and only if 
mii > 0 for each i. Samelson, Thrall, and Wesler [10] have established that the 
class P of P-matrices (a P-matrix is one whose principal minors are all positive) 
is a subclass of Q. In fact M ~ P if and only if the LCP(q, M) has a unique 
solution for every q ~ R "×l. In this paper we shall usually restrict our 
attention to matrices not belonging to either of these subclasses. 
Our approach relies heavily on the following equivalent geometrical 
characterization of a Q-matrix. For each i=  1 . . . . .  n, select either the ith 
column I ~1 of the identity matrix I or the ith column - M/~ of the matrix 
- M. Denote the column selected by B (~. Then the convex cone 
I" I pos{B ~l~ .. . . .  B i ' l }= ~ aiB~i~:a,>~() ~ i=1  
is called a camplementary cone of M. Clearly, M ~ Q if and only if the union 
of all the complementary cones of M, denoted by K(M), is equal to R" ~ 1 
Several geometrical characterizations of 2×2 Q-matrices are known. 
Cottle, von Randow, and Stone have characterized such matrices in terms of 
the radial projections of the centroids of closed spherically convex subsets of 
the standard unit 1-sphere onto itself [2]. Kelly and Watson characterized the 
class of 2 × 2 nondegenerate Q-matrices to be those matrices M for which 
LCP( -  I tLl, M) and LCP( -  I (2), M) have solutions [4]. Using the fact that 
any matrix A such that 0 ~ A E Q (3 R 2 × e is nonsingular and using standard 
techniques from linear programming, we can establish the somewhat simpler 
condition that M ~ Q if and only if I (k) ~ intpos{ M (1), M (~) } when M (k) ~ 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M= [mij]~2,2~0 be nonsingular. Then M is a 
Q-matrix i f  and only i f  I ~k~ = Mz, z > O, has a solution ~henever M(k)~ O. 
Unfortunately, none of the above characterizations extend o higher 
dimensions. However, we found Proposition 1, 'along with Murty's characteri- 
zation of the nonnegative Q-matrices, to be slightly more efficient than 
examining K(M)  for the 2 × 2 matrices. 
Finally, the following observations are used extensively throughout he 
next section. First, M ~ Q if and only if PrMP ~ Q where P is a permutation 
matrix [12]. Also, M ~ Q if and only if every legitimate principal pivotal 
transform of M is a Q-matrix [8]. In particular, when M is nonsingular, M ~ Q 
if and only ff M 1 ~ Q. Every Q-matrix M is a S-matrix, i.e., there exists z > 0 
such that Mz > 0 [5]. As a consequence, ach row M~i I of a Q-matrix M must 
contain at least one positive entry. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
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Throughout this section def ine/~ as 
whereM~R "x" ,x=[x  1 . . .  x.]  r~R ~×l ,~/=[yx " '"  p~]r~R.×l ,  and 
/3 ~ R. The following proposition shows that whenever M is a Q-matrix, every 
"vertical" line in R (" + 1)x 1 must be eventually contained in a complementary 
cone of 2~ that has i(.+1) as one of its generators. 
PIIOPOSITION 2. I f  M is a Q-matrix, then for every q E R n x I there exists 
r o ~ R and a complementa~ cone pos{B (1) . . . . .  B(.), i(.+x)} of  M such that 
r >1 r o implies that [qr  r ] r~ POs{B(X) . . . . .  B ( . )  1(4+1)}. 
Proof. Let q ~ R ~ ×l. Since M ~ Q, then there exist w >/0 and z >/0 
such that w - Mz = q and wrz -- 0. Consider 
to][. ;]z ~ [o]-- - -x~ l - x rz  I 
Set r o --- - xrz and let r >1 r o. Then 
÷q w [ 
- 
_ _ xT  
[ __ w xT o] 
;][01 
and this yields the required complementary solution. 
Continuing the investigation of the relationship of these "vertical" lines to 
the matrices M and M, we shall next show that when M is a ~matr ix  and 
every "vertical" line is event~mlly in a complementary cone of M containing 
I ("+z) as a generator, then M is a Q-matrix. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  M is a Q-matrix and for each q ~ R "× 1 there exists 
r o ~ R such that he ha l f  line I = {[qr r ] r :  r >i to) is contained in a comple- 
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mentary cone o f  the form pos{B O) . . . . .  B ( ' ) , I  (n+l) } of  2~, then M is a 
Q-matrix. 
Proof. The proof follows easily by observing that ny solution to LCP([q 1 
ro] r, M)  determines a solution to LCP(q, M). • 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  z~ is a Q-matrix, then M is a Q-matrix or I TM +~ l) 
belongs to a complementary cone o f  M that has - [yT t~]T as a generator. 
B 
Proof. Suppose that M G Q and M ~ Q. Then Proposition 3 implies that 
there exists some line l = ([qT" r] r: r ~ R } that is not eventually contained in 
any complementary cone of M of the form pos{B (1) . . . . .  B ~"), I (n+l) }. Since 
MGQ,  it follows that there exist r 0 GR and a complementary cone 
pos{B O) . . . . .  B(n), __[yT fl iT} Of M such that r >~ r0 implies that [qT r ]~ 
pos( B (1) . . . . .  B(n), _ [yr fl]r }. It fOllOWS that I ("+ 1)= [qr ro + 1] r  [qr r0]T 
is a direction vector of this complementary cone. S ince  [qr to]T+ ti(,,+ll 
pos(B(l)  . . . . .  B(,), _[yrf l ] r} for all t >~ 0, it follows from [9, Theorem 8.,3] 
that 
i ( .+ l )  ~ pos{B(1 ) . . . . .  B(~),_[y r fl ] 7"~ 
For example, the matrix Iyl ] 
M= 0 
1 
is not a Q-matrix, since 
° 0 
is not a Q-matrix and 1 (3) does not belong to a complementary cone of M that 
has [ - 1 - 1 0] r as a generator. In fact, ff M ~ Q N • n ×, and M e >/0, then 
M~n ~ Q (here M~. is the submatrix of rows M(i ) such that i ~ a and M~ is 
the principal submatrix of M whose rows and columns are indexed by the 
complement of a relative to { 1 . . . . .  n }). 
We are now in a position to establish our main results. First we shall 
consider the matrix M. Recall that a matrix M ~ R n × n is monotone whenever 
Mx >~ 0 implies that x >/0 for all x ~ R n × 1. An immediate quivalent condi- 
tion is that M - 1 exists and M - 1 >~ 0 [1]. 
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TI~v.om~u 1. I fM~R"X" issuchthatm~j>tOwhenever i~ jandeach  
(n - 1)X(n -1 )  principal matrix o f  M is a monotone Q-matrix, then M is a 
p-mat~x. 
Proof. Let qER nxl. It follows from Proposition 2 that q~K(M)  
provided some component of q is nonnegative. When q < 0 we shall show 
that q ~ pos( - M (l~ . . . . .  - M (") } = pos( -  M). 
Let M(i)  be the principal submatrix of M obtained by deleting the i th row 
and i th column, and let q( i )~ R (" -x)×l  be the vector obtained from q by 
deleting the ith component. Define x(i) to be the i th row of M with mi~ 
deleted. Since M(i)  has a nonnegative inverse, the system q( i )= - M( i )z ( i )  
has a unique solution z( i)  ~ R (" - 17 x 1. In fact z( i )  = - M( i ) -  lq(i) > 0, since 
M( i ) -  1 >1 0 and q(i) < 0. Thus, in this case, one solution to LCP(q( i ) ,  M(i)) 
is given by w( i ) = 0 and z( i ) = - M( i ) -  lq( i ). Define a( i ) = - x( i )z( i ) <~ O. 
Again, from Proposition 2, we need only consider the case where qi < a(i) for 
each i = 1 . . . . .  n. Define tT(i) to be the vector obtained from q by replacing 
the i th component qi by a(i). Without loss of generality, consider t~(n). 
Notice that 
Likewise, each t~(i)~ pos( -M)  for i = 1 . . . . .  n. In order to show that q 
pos( -  M)  we shall show that q = Ei%lait~(i), where each a t >~ 0. 
Thus, we want 
q= = . . " =B 
a. La.j 
q. q. "'" a (n )  
to have a nonnegative solution [a 1 -- • Oln] T. From an equivalent form of the 
Farkas lemma [11], this is equivalent to requiring that the system 
Bry>_.O and yrq<O 
be inconsistent. A moment's consideration shows that this is indeed the case. 
For  if we add the i th inequality q lg l  + " '"  + a(i)Yi + " '"  + q .g .  >/0 of 
Bry  >/0 to - qlYl . . . . .  qiYi . . . . .  q.Y.  > O, it follows that [a ( i ) -  qi]Yi 
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> O. Hence, each Yi > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,n. Since 0 * BT ~ 0 and Y > 0, the
inequality BTY ~ 0 is impossible. Hence, q E pos( - M), a convex cone.
Therefore, M E Q. •
From Proposition 1 we know that a 2 X 2 matrix M, where M ;p 0, is a
Q-matrix if and only if I(k) E intpos{ M(1), M(2)} whenever M(k);p O. Now
consider a 2 X 2 matrix having the form
where each m i j ~ 0 and each mii > O. Clearly, M is a Q-matrix if and only if
each r» = M(M -1)<k) and (M -1 )(k) > O. Hence, M is a Q-matrix if and only
if M - 1 > O. Now consider a 3 X 3 matrix
where each m i j ~ 0 and each mii > O. When the inverse of each 2 X 2
principal submatrix is positive, it follows from the preceding remarks and our
last theorem that M is a Q-matrix. This happens to be the case for the
well-known example
[
- I
M= ;
2
-I
2
of a Q-matrix that is not a regular matrix [I].
With a change in hypothesis we shall next show that the "vertical" line
1= {[qT rV: r E IR} is eventually contained in a complementary cone of M
that has - [y T ,8V as a generator whenever r is sufficiently small.
When ,8* 0, and the Schur complement of ,8 in M [3], M - (lj,8)yx T , is
nonsingular, we have
M- 1 =
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Thus, 
U T 
and this is the last matrix in the preceding equation. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let M~R "×", x~R "xl, y~R "×1, and/3 ~R \{0}. 
Since A ~ Q, there exist £ >~ 0 and tb >t- 0 such that 
O=£-A~ and £rt~=0 
Thus, 
Hence, 
[ °  ] [o] [u~ ~][ol uTff) 
__[ ,+ Ou~o I + [o]-I~ ~][o] 
[~]=-[u A ~][q]. 
(1) 
Proof. Consider [qT r]r, where q ~ R "xl and r ~ R. The inverse of 2~is 
the matrix 
as defined in the preceding discussion. Define [~r ~]r~ R.x l  x R by 
/£ 
(i) M-  (1//3)yx r is a nonsingular Q-matrix and 
(ii) • > - xr[  M-  (1//3)yx r] - ly,  
then for each r ~R there exists r o ~R and a complementary cone 
pos(Dtl~ ..... D~,~, _ [y r  /3]r) of  M such that [qT f i r  belongs to this cone 
whenever  <~ ro. 
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We infer that [O r p]r belongs to a complementary cone of 2hi- 1 of the form 
pos(  B (1) . . . . .  B (n), I (~ ÷ l)} whenever f >~ - urtb. Multiplying both sides of the 
last equation by - M gives 
We observe that [qT' r ] r  belongs to a complementary cone of M of the form 
pos(D(1)  . . . . .  D(n), __[yT •]T) whenever ~ >/ -  urtb. Since fl > - xT[M-  
(1 / f l )yx  r ] - l y ,  it follows that ~ > O. From (1), we obtain that ~ = - uT"q - hr. 
If r ~< - (1 /2t )ur (  - tb + q), it follows that ~ = - ~r - uTq >~ -- uTd~. Let r o = 
- (1 /~)ur (  - tb + q). If r ~< ro, then the preceding argument shows that [qT 
r] r belongs to the complementary cone pos(D 0) . . . . .  D(n), _ [yT fl]7"} Of M. 
Observe that when M is nonsingular, condition (ii) can be replaced by the 
requirement hat the Schur complement of M in M is positive, i.e., by 
fl > xTM ly. Also, the conclusion can be strengthened if it happens that 
u >~ 0. In this case r o >~ - (1 /~)urq ,  which ensures that 
for all r <~ - (1 /h )urq .  
Again consider the matrix M as previously defined. Then 
where 
A = M- -~yx  Y and B= xT . 
0 
(2) 
In the following result D (*) denotes either the column I ~) or the column 
_ ]~( i  ). 
THEOREM 2. Let M ~ R n×n, x ~ R "x l ,  y ~ R"_ ×1, and fl > O. I f  
(i) M -- (1 / f l )yx  r is a Q-matrix and 
(ii) I(n+l) E pos{D 0) . . . . .  D(~), _ [yT  f l ]r  } for  all possible complemen- 
tary cones such that [D (x) . • • D (")] 4= [I(1) . . .  i(~)] and [D  (1) • • . D (n)] 
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then M/~ a Q-~t~x. 
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Proof. Condition (i) implies that the matrix A in Equation (2) is a 
Q-matrix. Let q ~ R nxl and r ~ R. Consider the problem LCP([q T r] r, A).  
There exists a solution [w r s] r >1 0 and [z T t] r >1 0 such that 
[ 1 r 1 ] [ ] iwl w )z 
s - t  
and wrz = st = 0. Moreover, 
[~]: [w]_ A[ t]--[w]_ (A~- ,  [ t] ~ I w ] - ~(~- '  [ t]). 
However, [w r s] r and B- : [ z  r t] r may not be complementary. First con- 
sider the case where r ~< 0. In this case s =0 and t =- r .  Hence, [w r 
s] r = [w T 0] r and 
[ i  [ z 1 ' I t ] :  1 Zr]~ x T 1 B -~x T -~ --~x z--~r >.o, 
since x ~ ~< 0, fl > 0, and r ~< 0. Thus, in this case we have a complementary 
solution to LCP([q r r] r , /~) .  Next consider the case where r > 0, i.e., where 
s = r and t = 0. In this case, 
~_1[;]_- 1 r 1 = _ xrz >10. --~x 
Unless - (1 / f l )x rz  = 0, the solutions [w r r] r and B - I [ZT  0] r are not com- 
plementary, but they are almost complementary. So we can obtain in the 
worst case, where r > 0, vectors [~r  ~]r>~ 0 and [~r i ] r>/0  such that 
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Thus for this worst case, 
i=1  
(3) 
where each D (i) is either I (0 (and a i = wl) or - 2~ (i) (and a i = zi). The n +2 
columns on the right hand side of this last equation must be linearly 
dependent.  Thus, there exists scalars b~ such that 
I -y] 
0= ~ biD( i )+bn+llO'+l)+bn+ 2 fl (4) 
i=1  
If we use the standard procedure of subtracting a suitable nonnegative scalar 
multiple of (4) from (3), we have that [qr r]T belongs to a cone generated by 
n + 1 of the n +2 columns in (3). If either I (n+I) or - [qT •]T is the column 
that was eliminated, then [qT r]7 ~ K(M) .  On the other hand suppose that 
one of the columns D (° is eliminated. In this case D (~) can be regard- 
ed as -M (1) or I (i). Condit ion (ii) then imphes that [q7 r]T E 
pos(D(1) . . . . .  D(,) ,  _ [yTf l ]T) ,  where [D(I) . . .  D(n)] ~ [ _~(1)  . . .  
-.M(')] and [D (1) . . .  D ( " ) ]¢  [1 (1) . - -  i(n)]. • 
Some examples of Q-matrices generated by Theorem 2 are 
[ 011 1 2 - -~  t 1 • 2 1 and 0 2 
-11  -11  0 -1  -1  1 
The Q-matrices in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 cannot contain a main 
diagonal consisting of all zero entries. Examples of Q-matrices having a zero 
main diagonal can be constructed. However, such examples are not possible 
for M ~ R n×n with n = 1 or n = 2. The following result generalizes this 
situation to the higher dimensions. 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  M ~ R"  ×" has a zero diagonal and mi j >~ 0 whenever 
j < i, then M is not a Q-matrix. 
Proof. Clearly, M ~ Q whenever n = 1 or n = 2. Suppose that the result 
holds when n = k, and consider a (k + 1)×(k  + 1) matrix of the form 
X T 0 ' 
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where M is k X k. I f /~e  Q, then Proposition 4 implies that I (k+l) belongs to 
a complementary cone of M having _ [y r  0]r as a generator. This is 
impossible, since x T ~ 0. • 
For example, the matrix 
M= 
01 
1 0 -1  
-1  0 0 
1 1 1 
is not a Q-matrix, since it is equivalent under a permutation transformation to
the matrix 
l°11 il pTMp ffi 9 0 -1  
8 0 0 - " 
1 1 0 
Proposition 6 gives a sufficient condition for M not to be in the class Q. In 
the same vein we shall show that a necessary condition f r M to be in the class 
Q is that the matrix [ I I -  M] possess a special type of inverse. For k = 1 ... . .  n 
LCP( -  I {k), M) has a solution A(k)>~ 0 and B(k)>~ 0, where - i (k)= A(k)_ 
MB (k) and the standard inner product (A(k)l B(k)) = 0. Let A ffi [A m . . -  
A (")] e~ R '*x'* and B = [B (x) . . .  B 00] ~ R "x". Then 
Thus, 
PROPOSITION 7. I f  M is a Q-matrix, then [ I I -  M] has a nonpositive fight 
inverse. 
From the preceding remarks, it follows that 
MBf  A + I>~O 
and diag MB >i diag I > O. Hence Murty's characterization of nonnegative 
Q-matrices implies the following result. 
COROLL~aY 1. I f  M is a Q-matrix, then MB is a nonnegative Q-matrix 
for some nonnegative matrix B. 
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